Budget Cuts To Hit CUNY
Baruch To Lose More Than A Million

Mayor Beame has requested that City University Chancellor Robert J. Kibbee pare the CUNY budget by $14 million. Taking into account lost state matching funds the total expected cutback reaches $28 million. As far as can be determined Baruch College will be forced to cut between $1.5 and $1.7 million.

TICKER has since learned that an unofficial order has been put in effect that students should not depend upon elective courses for Spring 1975 semester schedules. Some elective courses may be cancelled for lack of funds between the registration period and the start of the Spring semester. In addition the college has been forced to stand an increase in its accrual rate to 7/26/74. The accrual rate is a prediction of the amount of money budgeted for specific uses which are not spent because the line remains unfilled or the equipment unpurchased.

Dean of Students Roy R. Senour, Jr. predicts that, despite the inevitable loss of personnel and funding, student services should not suffer too badly. The Dean has indicated that preparations are underway to reorganize staffing requirements so that essential offices can continue to operate.

TICKER has learned that the following steps are under consideration at this time:
- Denial of reappointment to adjunct faculty.
- A "freeze" on the hiring of personnel for lines made available through attrition.
- In addition, consideration is being given to notifying the college of giving consideration to notifying second-year full personnel that they will not be reappointed. This action could take place on December 5th.
- Dean Senour has made it clear, however, that such an action would permit the college to keep its options open. It does not mean that no second-year employees would be hired.
- At the direction of Chancellor Kibbee, Dr. Wingfield has appointed a committee under the chairmanship of Mr. Neil Faber, Director of the New York State Legislative Institute, to look out for college interests in the New York State Legislature. Presumably, the committee's main function will now be to devise ways to improve the University's position in New York State following the cutbacks.

BREAK-IN AT
STUDENT CENTER

The vending-machine area of the Student Center was the site of a break-in and robbery sometime over the weekend TICKER has learned.

Extensive damage was done to the machines themselves. Glass and broken metal littered the floor. In addition, the bolt on the double doors guarding the 104 complex has been torn off.

No estimate has been made of the amount of money stolen.

MCW Stage Theatraganza

by Cindy Gleckstede

Once again the musical/comedy workshop is hard at work. This year faculty advisor Jack Light has initiated a new idea. The students in the workshop are putting the show together by dint of their own efforts with minimal supervision form Mr. Light. It is truly "their own thing."

Many of you have seen the posters around school for Theatraganza, an original revue of musical/comedy. The show, from the title to the selection of numbers, to the narrative script, are all "original." When the idea for the show was suggested by Mr. Light, the reaction was enthusiastic. Here is a show where everyone who is interested has a chance to be a star in his own scene.

Some of the talented members of the workshop include Roy Ringel and Florence Greenstein, president and secretary respectively. Although both are also in the Speech Department's production of "Steambath," they have always found the time to help out when needed. Norman Siller, however, is our technical director and with the assistance of Linda Sands will be responsible for lighting and sets. Cindy Brickstein is our publicity director.

Laurie Lieberman, known for her outstanding abilities behind the scenes has emerged on stage as a promising performer. Valerie Bruno, Kathy Hope, Elvira Tortora, Steve Stittick, Vincent Guita, and Calvin Cooper are just a few of the vocalists who will be appearing in the production.
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The vendin...
Letters

Trash!

I agree such a waste that there's nothing in the Daily for deprived students. We've been discussing this problem over the past few weeks, and it's clear that something must be done. We've even approached the Registrar's Office about the issue, but they tell us there's nothing they can do.

Now, my friend, let's make a change! Let's start by taking action and demanding that the Daily publish more articles that are relevant to our needs. Join me in sending in a letter to the Daily expressing our support for this cause. Together, we can make a difference.

Barry Paper

Status Mess

Dear Editor:

I was surprised to read about the free tutorial services offered by the Office of Tutoring Activities in the Daily. It seems like a great opportunity for students who need extra help with their coursework. However, I was disappointed to learn that the services are only available to students who have applied for and been accepted into the program. It's unfortunate that such a valuable resource is only accessible to a select few.

Best regards,

Bob Jones

EDITORS

Attention Students

Tutoring Available

Tutoring is now available through the individual departments. Please check with your department for more information. Any student taking the following basic courses may avail themselves of the following services:

ACCOUNTING

101, 102
Location: Room 822 A - 23rd Street
Tuesday: 12:00 - 2:00 P.M.
Wednesday: 7:00 - 9:00 P.M.
Thursday: 1:00 - 3:00 P.M.
No appointment needed.

TUTORIAL SERVICES
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MATH LAB

FULL SEMESTER

Location: Room 204 - 315 Park Ave. So
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 A.M. - 7:30 P.M.
No appointment needed. Open to all students

For: Homework help, study, Review and Enroll.

MATH COURSES

01, 02, 03, 04, 65, 67, 70
For: Further information contact:
Ms. Marcia Askln or Mr. Robert Brathwaite
315 Park Avenue South, Room 227
Phone: 725-4444 or 725-3094

Department of Compensatory Programs
315 Park Avenue South, Room 227
Phone: 725-4444 or 725-3094
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212 COMMUNITY CENTER
STUDENT CENTER EAST 22nd STREET
BARUCH COLLEGE
WORKSHOPS

Tuesday

— CLAY WORKSHOP —
11 A.M. - 1 P.M.
MARBLE LOUNGE

— MUSICAL JAM —
12 - 2 P.M.
ALLEY LOUNGE

— ROLEPLAY —
12 - 1:30 P.M.
Meet Outside Oak Lounge

— WOMEN'S RAP GROUP —
2 - 3 P.M.
OAK LOUNGE

Wednesday

— GRAFFITI WORKSHOP —
10 A.M. - 12 NOON
MARBLE LOUNGE

OPEN COMMUNITY MEETINGS
Monday Tuesday Wednesday
4 to 5
Advisors: Morty Mintz, Dr. Jim Perrone